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Abstract

Music, thanks to its strong evocative power, is considered a powerful mnemonic tool

for both normal and clinical populations. However, the mechanisms underpinning

the music-driven benefits on memory remain unclear. In memory research, reward

dopaminergic signals have been highlighted as a major modulator of memory traces

consolidation. Over the last years, via behavioral and pharmacological approaches, we

have investigated the hypothesis that dopaminergic-dependent musical pleasure is a

crucial mechanismunderpinningmusic-drivenmemory benefits. Our results show that

the pleasure felt during music listening, modulated by both the dopaminergic trans-

mission and participants’ sensitivity to music reward, can increase episodic memory

performance for the music itself as well as for nonmusical-associated information. In

this commentary paper, we aim to review themain findings obtained from three differ-

ent studies, in order to discuss current advances and future directions in this research

area.
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PLEASURE, MUSIC, AND MEMORY: A STRONG,
ANCIENT LINK

In theGreekmythology, thepleasure coming frommusicwas intimately

related to memory: the muse of music Euterpe, literally the “giver of

delight,” was born fromMnemosine, themuse of memory.

The evocative power ofmusic and its usage as a powerfulmnemonic

tool constitute a universal for humans.1 Music is a complex and salient

stimulus evolving over time likely to be easily encoded and retrieved.

Thememory for music itself has been even proposed as a special mem-

ory system that can be spared in the presence of memory deficits

caused by neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s.2 Further-

more, music has been shown to effectively promote the encoding and

retrieval of nonmusical-associated information, such as verbal3 mate-

rial, as well as autobiographical memories.4 For these reasons, music is
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considered to be an effective tool for stimulating episodic memory in

both healthy and clinical populations.

Conversely, memory is also crucial for the understanding and the

appreciation of music. We tend to like more music that is more famil-

iar, and to rate as more familiar the most pleasurable excerpts, even

when exposure is controlled.5 At a neural level, the hippocampus (and

its connectionswith the limbic systems) appears pivotal for orchestrat-

ing affective responses to music depending on personal preferences,

memory associations, and aesthetic evaluations.6 Furthermore, neu-

rophysiological findings highlighted that higher degrees of reported

music pleasure increase phase synchronization in the gamma band

between temporal and frontal regions, crucially involved in both recog-

nition and working memory processes.7 During music listening, the

listener familiarizes with the musical stimulus through learning and

memory processes that allow to implicitly extract its regularities and
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create predictions about future events.8 Music-driven pleasurable

responses might depend, at least in part, on the resolution of such

perceptual expectations, and are reflected by increases in subjective

hedonic and motivational ratings, psychophysiological responses, and

activity in the dopaminergic mesolimbic system.9 In particular, musical

pleasure is associated with activity in a major structure within brain

reward circuits, the ventral striatum (VS), and more specifically the

nucleus accumbens (NAcc10). Interestingly, the experience of musical

pleasure (the so-called musical hedonia) can vary across the gen-

eral population, with some individuals reporting a lower sensitivity to

music reward reflected by a decreased brain connectivity between the

auditory cortices and reward networks, notably the NAcc.11

Pleasure can be considered as the ensemble of hedonic responses

that, together with the motivational and learning components, con-

stitute the reward experience.12 In the realm of memory research,

reward has been highlighted as a major modulator of memory traces

consolidation. Well-known secondary rewards, such as money,13 but

also more abstract ones, such as curiosity states, have been shown to

increase memory performance not only for the rewarding stimulus,

but also for associatednonrewarding information. For example,Gruber

and colleagues14 showed that participants better memorized both the

information that they were curious about and incidental material (i.e.,

human faces) presented during curious states. Follow-up studies also

showed the implication of the reward-motivated learning systemwhen

participants successfully learned new information (i.e., pseudo-words),

even when no external performance feedback was presented.15 At

the neural level, this is reflected by activations in the dopaminergic

mesolimbic pathway (ventral tegmental area [VTA], VS, and NAcc), as

well as in the hippocampus, the last one being crucial for long-term

memory processes. More specifically, midbrain dopamine neurons in

the VTA and their projections to the VS (NAcc) both support reward

anticipation andmodulate activity in the hippocampus.15 According to

the neo-Hebbian framework for episodic memory,16 dopamine trans-

mission in the mesolimbic system would promote memory formation

and consolidation in the hippocampus by strengthening synaptic long-

term potentiation. Therefore, all the stimuli triggering dopaminergic

transmission in the hippocampus could result in long-term memory

improvements, which can be also observed for events that occur after

the dopamine release.17 Overall, this reward-dependent dopaminer-

gic learning circuit seems to be an important internal loop that could

be engaged whenever it is important to encode new and relevant (i.e.,

valued) information in humans.

Dopamine release has been shown as a necessary condition for

pleasurable music responses to take place.18 Musical pleasure, with

its impact on the reward dopaminergic networks, arises, therefore,

as a perfect candidate for explaining the positive effect of music on

memory. Over the last years, we have provided new insights into

this topic by using behavioral and pharmacological approaches. We

investigated the hypothesis that the dopaminergic-dependent musical

pleasure is a crucial mechanism underpinning music-driven memory

benefits. In this paper, we aim to review the main findings obtained

in order to discuss current advances and future directions in this

research area.

FROM PLEASURE TO MEMORY:
EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE

Through three different studies conducted on three different sam-

ples, we investigated in nonmusician, young adult participantswhether

differences in musical pleasure could result in better memory for

music (studies 1 and 2), as well as for associated verbal information

(study 3). We investigated the potential role of musical pleasure by

(1) measuring the impact of music on subjective hedonic ratings (stud-

ies 1, 2, and 3); (2) bearing in mind individual differences in the

sensitivity to experience reward in music-related activities (assessed

through the Barcelona Music Reward Questionnaire [BMRQ19]; stud-

ies 1, 2, and 3); and (3) designing pharmacological interventions in

healthy participants targeting the dopaminergic neurotransmitter sys-

tem (study 2). For each study, and in order to expose participants to

unfamiliarmusic, we carefully preselected classicalmusic excerpts that

were balanced for features, such as arousal, valence, and popularity;

this allowed to control for the material, thus avoiding the effects of

emotional arousal, valence, or familiarity, and ruling out possible inter-

ference of lyrics with memory performance. Furthermore, in order to

test the dopamine-dependent episodic memory performance after a

consolidation period, we employed in all the studies a recognition-

recollection paradigm 24 h after the encoding of the material (musical

or verbal). Participants were asked to recognize the previously pre-

sented items among new ones (i.e., old/new recognition; Figure 1A). If

they indicated an item as old, they had to commit an additional choice

indicating whether they could really remember it (i.e., conscious recol-

lection of the event and associated contextual information), whether

they just had a sense of knowing it (i.e., familiarity), or whether they

were just guessing (R/K/G paradigm20).

In study 1,21 participantswere asked to listen attentively, over three

different exposures, to 24 musical excerpts (each one lasting 20 s). For

each excerpt, volunteers rated the amount of pleasure felt as well as

other emotional-control measures (i.e., arousal, valence, motivation,

and familiarity). The behavioral findings provided the first evidence

supporting thatmusic reward experience andmemory are tightly inter-

related: the greater the pleasure elicited by a particular excerpt, the

better the episodicmemory for it 24 h later. Importantly, we found that

the strength of this effect varied according to individual sensitivity to

music reward: the higher the participants’ musical hedonia, the better

their musical memory performance (Figure 1B).

In study 2,22 we investigated the neurochemical brain mecha-

nisms underpinning such music-pleasure-driven effect on memory. By

employing the same paradigm and material of study 1, we conducted a

double-blind, within-subject pharmacological intervention. Prior to lis-

tening to the music, we orally administered to participants levodopa

(i.e., a dopamine precursor likely to increase dopamine transmission

in the brain), risperidone (a dopamine R2 receptor antagonist), and

placebo (i.e., lactose). In line with study 1, we found that with placebo

the greater the reward experienced while listening to music, the bet-

ter the memory recollection performance the day after. However, and

crucially, we showed that such effect wasmodulated by both dopamin-

ergic signaling and individual differences in music reward sensitivity.
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F IGURE 1 Schematic representation of the experimental paradigms (A) andmain findings (B, C, D) of the three studies. (A) The encoding phase
(for musical excerpt in studies 1 and 2, and for verbal material associated withmusical background in study 3) was always followed, 24 h later, by a
retrieval phase with a recognition (old/new)-recollection (R/K/G) paradigm. Study 1 (B) showed that the higher themusical hedonia (measured
through the BMRQ,19 X axis), the higher the recollection (Y axis, no. of correct R responses) for previously encodedmusical excerpts. Panel
adapted fromRef. 21. Study 2 (C) revealed that the positive relationship betweenmusical pleasure (i.e., felt duringmusic listening, X axis, from 1
[= no pleasure] to 5 [= intense pleasure]) andmusical memory (Y axis, no. of R responses probability), confirmed under placebo (gray solid line)
andmaintained under levodopa (green dashed line), was disrupted under risperidone (red dotted line). Panel adapted fromRef. 22. In study 3 (D),
we showed that the higher themusical pleasure (X axis), the higher the recollection (Y axis, no. of R responses probability) for previously encoded
words, but specifically for participants with higher musical hedonia (black dashed line). Panel adapted fromRef 23.

More specifically, while greater pleasure was consistently associated

with better memory outcomes in participants with higher musical

hedonia scores, this effect was dampened when dopaminergic signal-

ing was disrupted (Figure 1C), especially in participants with average

or low sensitivity to musical reward. Music-dependent dopaminergic

signaling, which varies across subjects depending on their sensitivity

to musical hedonia, is, therefore, a necessary condition for long-term

musical memory processes to take place.

In study 3,23 we pushed these findings further and behaviorally

investigated whether musical pleasure could enhance episodic mem-

ory for nonmusical material. Based on previous evidence that music

facilitates the encoding of words and that reward promotes memory

for relevant and incidental information, wemanipulatedmusical pleas-

antness to investigate a possible transfer effect of music reward on

memory for verbal material. Participants were asked to encode words

presented in different auditory contexts: highly pleasantmusic, slightly

pleasant music, and control white noise. Each auditory context was

played before and during the verbal encoding, or only before it (i.e.,

silent encoding). The findings confirmed that musical pleasure consti-

tuted a helpful encoding context able to drive memory improvements

via rewardmechanisms.More specifically, and in linewith the previous

studies, participants with larger sensitivity to decode music pleasure

(i.e., higher musical hedonia) showed an increased recollection per-

formance, especially for words encoded in a highly pleasant musical

context (Figure 1D). Interestingly, the effect persisted even when the

auditory stimulus was not concurrently present during the encoding.

Taken together, these studies showed that the pleasure felt dur-

ing music listening, modulated by both the dopaminergic transmission

and participants’ sensitivity to music reward, can increase memory

performance for the music itself as well as for nonmusical-associated

information.

IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR
MUSIC COGNITION RESEARCH

Music is considered among themost pleasurable experiences of human

life (see, e.g., Ref. 24). It has a unique capacity for evoking a rich vari-

ety of emotions, and it is constantly used for internal mood regulation.

Although someauthors havepostulated thatmusic affects similar brain

networks as primary rewards, such as food or sex (see Ref. 9 for a

review about the common and distinct neural networks of music and
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food reward), no clear evolutionary advantage is easily identified, and

the evolution ofmusic as a survival adaptation is largely disputed. Over

the last years, crucial questions have been raised about the nature of

music reward–related signals and their relationship with other core

cognitive functions. Contrary to other primary rewards, more abstract

rewards, such as aesthetic appreciation (e.g., music), might depend on

complex cognitive computations involving attention, learning, valua-

tion, and memory processes,24 which are regulated by dopaminergic

transmission.25 As increases in dopaminergic transmission have been

consistently associatedwith improvements inmemory performance,26

it appears reasonable to hypothesize that dopaminergic-dependent

musical pleasure can play amajor role in regulating humanmemory.

To the very best of our knowledge, the three studies reviewed here

provided the first experimental evidence of a direct implication of

music reward in memory formation by reliably showing (1) that musi-

cal pleasure can drive memory benefits, and (2) that such an effect is

modulated by synaptic dopaminergic availability and individual differ-

ences in musical hedonia. Importantly, and in line with studies showing

that either extrinsic or intrinsic rewards can promote memory for

relevant and incidental information,14,27 we found that the positive

effect of musical pleasure could be extended to nonmusical-associated

information (i.e., verbal material). The implication of the dopaminergic-

dependent memory mechanisms was further confirmed by the fact

that the effect of the pleasant stimulus on memory lasted over time,

even when the music was no longer present.16,17 Furthermore, our

findings revealed that musical pleasuremainly stimulated participants’

episodicmemoryby increasing recollection responses (Figure1),which

specifically depend on the activity of the dopaminergic mesolimbic-

hippocampal loop.16,26

Theoretical and experimental evidence show that perceptual expec-

tations and predictions created during music listening lie at the core of

musical pleasure. While extracting musical regularities, the listener’s

brain creates anticipation about future events.8 To a certain extent,

the feelings of pleasure associated with music could be, therefore,

driven by the intrinsic value of successfully anticipating (or not) musi-

cal events. Gold et al.28 showed that increased activity in the NAcc

arises from musical reward prediction errors (RPEs) that signal the

differencebetweenexpectedandperceivedeventsduringmusic listen-

ing. Importantly, reward predictionmechanisms also promotememory

processes. In the context of nondeclarative memory, increases and

decreases in synaptic strength have been associatedwith rewards that

were better and worse than expected, respectively.29 Also, it has been

proposed that RPEs also drive declarative, episodic memory processes

through the activation of the VS.30 An interesting line of research

would, therefore, investigate the involvement of RPEs in music mem-

ory tasks, for example, by employing musical material varying in the

degrees of predictability of future musical events (i.e., more certain or

uncertain; see, e.g., Ref. 28). If RPEs are a pivotal mechanism under-

pinning the relationship between musical pleasure and memory, then

better-than-expected musical events should result in increased sub-

jective ratings of musical pleasure reflected by increased activity in

the mesolimbic system, and a better episodic memory performance

associated with hippocampal modulation.

The fact that pleasure felt duringmusic listening can help in remem-

bering not only the music, but also a nonmusical-associated event,

suggests that musical pleasure can efficiently tag an episode at the

synaptic level,17 thus making it more memorable. This becomes par-

ticularly relevant in daily life, when the complexity of the surrounding

environment makes it necessary to attach value to the to-be-encoded

items in order to successfully retrieve them.16 In this vein, through

reward mechanisms, music might be preferentially associated with

events from one’s lifetime, thus being particularly helpful in stimulat-

ing episodic and autobiographical memory in both healthy and clinical

populations. Indeed, music-related life memories, such as the one from

one’s adolescence, are often sharp, flashbulb memories particularly

resistant to time threats.4 Music-driven memory benefits could be

associated not only with music capacity to boost the encoding of an

event, but also to protect it from interference. Interestingly, it has

been reported that when a piece of information is associated with a

high reward cue (i.e., money), it becomes more resistant to interfer-

ence through the activation in the hippocampus and reward-related

areas (such as the VS31). Further interesting research would, there-

fore, investigate whether music, through pleasurable responses, is

efficiently able to protect previously encoded information from forget-

ting due to interfering information. Furthermore, although our results

specifically refer to episodic processes, and given the interdependence

betweenmemory systems,32 it is possible that music-driven emotional

marking could, via hippocampal activation, stimulate other kinds of

memory processes. Further research would, therefore, be needed to

disentangle whether the effect of musical pleasure on memory could

be described for other than episodic processes, such as the encoding

and retrieval of semantic, conceptual information.

Interesting studies have shown how eliciting curiosity states, via

the activation of the mesolimbic dopaminergic circuit, can increase

hippocampal-dependent memory encoding of the target item.14,33

It might be important to evaluate these mechanisms in the musi-

cal domain, also taking into account different developmental periods.

For example, adolescence is characterized by higher levels of curios-

ity and exploratory behavior, accompanied by less cognitive control

maturation.34 Crucially, musical taste especially develops during ado-

lescence, and the music from adolescence is better remembered, and

perceived as more emotional and arousing in later life stages.35 Thus,

to a certain extent, the larger impact observed in music and mem-

ory during these ages could be due to a hyperhedonia related to the

larger activation of the reward-motivation loop. In addition, the hedo-

nic impact of music in adolescence could determine the future value

and interest wewill attribute to newmusic pieces or genres. This could

act through top-down cortical value signals that strategically priori-

tize the encoding of congruent information (similar pieces of music,

styles, etc.) and that triggers internal reward-learning mechanisms,

in turn facilitating music encoding. This is congruent with the idea

that value-based learning gradually grows during life, becoming more

strategic with age.36 Overall, the initial curiosity-driven music encod-

ing that characterizes later childhood and adolescence might result

during adulthood in a more value-oriented learning, in which music

reward is downregulated by top-down cortical influences (e.g., music
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long-term interests). This idea is also convergent with evidence show-

ing the importance of top-down signals (e.g., knowledge, training, or

experience) for aesthetic appreciation and liking.37 Accordingly, it has

been shown that musical expertise increases the top-down prefrontal

modulation onhippocampal activity.38 Newneuroscientific research is,

therefore, needed in this arena to understand the mechanisms under-

lying the relation betweenmusic, reward, andmemory across different

developmental stages and according tomusical training.

While opening up the possible role of musical pleasure for memory

stimulation in both healthy and clinical populations (such as patholog-

ical aging), it might be worthwhile to consider another crucial point.

Although many studies in the music psychology and neuroscience

research indicated music as an extremely powerful tool for memory

enhancement in both normal and clinical populations, the benefits

of music on memory often present a high intersubjective variability

that may depend, among others, on methodological choices as well as

participants’ profiles.39 In music research, it has become increasingly

important to understand how, when, and for whom music can consti-

tute a powerful tool for cognitive stimulation. Critically, our findings

suggest that individual differences in sensitivity to music reward can

predict the positive effect of music on participants’ memory. In this

vein, it has been suggested that the positive effect of music interven-

tions on memory performance in poststroke rehabilitation might be

driven to a certain extent by its intrinsic ability to engage motivation-

and reward-related dopaminergic networks.40 Individual scores in

musical hedonia, easily assessable through the BMRQ,19 could, there-

fore, constitute a useful tool formemory stimulation and rehabilitation

paradigms, able to promote finely grained interventions in populations

withmemory deficits.

Finally, it is also worth mentioning that the research conducted

so far has been limited to experimental, high controlled settings.

Another, natural next stepwouldbe, therefore, tobring this evidence to

ecological settings in order to test the relationshipbetweenmusic plea-

sure and cognition in real-life experiments (e.g., live concerts) able to

account for the complexity of daily lifemusical experience and episodic

encoding.

Thework presented so far emphasizes the versatility of dopaminer-

gic transmission in humans18 and confirms thatmusic can be employed

in experimental settings as an ideal tool for the study of abstract

reward processes. The direct implication of music pleasure in memory

provides evidence thatmusic, via the activation of an ancient brain sys-

tem related to survival processes, can modulate and improve higher

cognitive functions. Crucially, this in turn strengthens the universal

value of music1 and supports its potential effects in human life and

well-beingmediated bymusic-reward elicited signals.
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